Billy Blazes
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Height: 50’

Width: 23’

Weight: lbs

It was made in: 2001

How long did it take to make? 3-4 months

Material: Nylon fabric

Amount of Helium: 5,820 cubic feet

Number of handlers required: 20

Other Interesting Facts:

Billy Blazes, one of the stars of the Saturday morning series Rescue Heroes, proudly demonstrates that he is one of the “cool guys who are good guys!” Billy Blazes and his other action figure friends are part of a Fisher Price series that was introduced in 1998. Billy Blazes, at 50 feet tall is ready to stomp out any danger that dares to come his way! The Rescue Heroes are a true tribute to the every day heroes in our lives. The police, fire and many other emergency workers whose daily sacrifices we appreciate so much.